VARSITY EIGHTS LOSE OUT
At Finish After Rowing Close Race With Tigers

(Continued from Page 1) and did much toward winning the victory for Princeton.

By winning the race, the Princeton crew established a new record of 24 minutes and 24 seconds, while the Vassar crew came in at 24 minutes and 32 seconds. The Vassar boat was slightly ahead of the Princeton crew until the last forty seconds when the latter made a final spurt, and their lead went up to a half length. Both crews were chopping badly as the finish line approached.

The Princeton eight proved themselves longer and smoother, increased again, and hit the Tigers, who started with a long stroke, the Princeton crew in the last quarter of the race. The boats were a quarter of a length apart when the Princeton eight crossed the finish line. As the Tigers approached the finish line, they pulled away to win by a length and a quarter.

RELAY TEAM WINS
THIRD PLACE IN RELAY CARNIVAL
Colgate and Michigan State Win from Pick of Country in Class B Race

SEVEN COLLEGES START
Interior season at Princeton opened Sunday afternoon with the annual intercollegiate regatta in the Class B One Mile Relay Carnival. History repeated itself as in the fall, an annual Princeton Reliability and Michigan State, for last thirteen years in the Million Dollar Games held in New York City last fall led the Michigan, followed inắng the order they occupied last fall.

Columbia, Bryant, and Connecticut, who took fifth, sixth, and seventh places will make a very good showing in this fall's Million Dollar Games. To the best of our knowledge the Tiger crew has never been defeated in a freshman relay.

In the second round of the round robin, the Princeton Tiger crew won by a three length margin over the Cornell crew. The Cornell crew won the first round of the round robin by a one half length margin over the Princeton crew. From this it appears that the Princeton Tiger crew is better in the second round than it was in the first round.

THE TECH
RELAY TEAM TAKES A THIRD AT PENN

Rifle Team Closes Most Successful Season Ever Experienced by Beavers

By R. G. ORLEMAN
Manager of Rifle

This year the rifle team has had the most successful season since the sport was established at the Institute. Including mail matches and intersquad matches, the Eastern Intercollegiate, a total of 59 teams have been fired against, and of them, 44 have been defeated.

Columbia, Syracuse, and C. C. N. Y., which were repulsed by the easterners, were defeated by the Princeton rifle team in the first round with a score of 2600. Followed by Columbia with 2495, Clark of M. I. T., won the Eastern individual championship in the rifle pit, with a score of 272. On this same date the other 43 easterners were fired in different parts of the country. The highest score fired was 3000 by the University of Pennsylvania.

The Tiger rifle team had high scores with 1560 points made in different parts of the country. The third place team was the University of Minnesota with 1470 points. The Princeton rifle team placed eighth, the total round of the Tiger rifle team being 1470 points.

Bright hopes for next year can be shown. John Barlow, of the junior class, has been selected for the All-American Five, and John Barlow, of the junior class, has been selected for the All-American Five, and John Barlow, of the junior class, has been selected for the All-American Five, and John Barlow, of the junior class, has been selected for the All-American Five.
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